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Sherif Narouz 
Head of Programme 
SWIP 



Vision 

The internal Contractor of 
choice for London 

Underground and Transport 
for London 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hope you enjoyed the videoMakes me proudShould make featured suppliers proud. Shows what we can do together and where we want to goThis all lies in our visionOur vision is simpleCLICKRead it out!!!However we can only achieve this vision with an enthusiastic and engaged supply chain.We are here today to ask you to be part of this vision.  Basically we are looking for a new and diverse supply and don't feel excluded if you haven't worked for LU before.We need new blood.



Who are we 

Oct 11 
Coffee Shop  
in Paddington 

May 13 
Masters of  
Our own  
Destiny 

Sept 14 
Emirates  
Stadium 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who are we and where did this amazing adventure startCLICKTell the Miles coffee shop storySWIP started that dayCLICK1.5 years later we had established ourselves. Proven the theory.Made into a standalone Programme areaCLICKFast forward to today3 years down this journey and we still have so far to go and we want to bring you with us on this journey.  As for the future….that's for us to collectively grab.



About SWIP 

Construction 

Civils Fit out  

Services 

Engineering 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But what works do we do?It's probably easier to say what we don't do.NO TRACKNO SIGNALLING NO HV POWERI like my weekendsIf we had to some we could break down to  5 areas.CLICKCivilsWe carry out a multitude of Civils works. Indeed we have just won the Civils work bank for the whole of LU for the next 4 years.CLICKConstructionMulti disciplinary construction projects such as new office blocks to full depot refurbsWe act as Construction Manager for all works we carry out, removing a lot of the historic risks we used to place on the supply chainCLICKFit outWe carry out fit out works on stations and buildings within the TfL arena and you will be hearing more about an exciting fit out programme coming our way next year.CLICKServicesWe have a solid background in Mechanical & electrical works as well as communication systems.This area of the business has projects in its own right as well as supporting the larger construction projects.CLICKWe provide engineering services and design packages supported by internal and external designers and technical experts.



Growth 

2011- £18m pa 
 
2013- £50m pa 
 
2016- £100m pa 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how successful have we beenCLICKWell in 2011 the programme area that became SWIP stood at 18m paCLICKBy 2013 we have grown to 50mCLICKBy 2016 we will be at 100m per annul and growing.We can only sustain this growth through capability and diversity  of my team and the our supply chain working collaboratively



We can't 
do this 
alone 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The message echoing through my presentation and the one thing you should take away is that CLICKWE CANT DO IT ALONEWe need youWe need your ideas We need you to become our long term partners in the success of SWIP



Tony Weatherley 
Head of Construction 
 
Project delivery 



Project delivery models 

• Client contractor 
• Contractor 
• Small works (self perform) 



Project demographics 

• Traditional client role 
• Design and build 
• Delivery only 
• Minor / small works 
• Specialist projects 



Project types 

Civils / Premises Fit out and Enabling Services 



Delivery 

• Teams shaped to suit the 
specific project 

• Early engagement with 
Suppliers 

• Cut out the bureaucracy 
• SWIP act as Principle 

Contractor 



Design - assurance 

• Accredited discipline engineer 
• Construction engineers embedded within the project 

(out on site) 
• Designers brought in as and when required 
• Introduction of design coordinators 

 



Mike Deavin 
Fit for the Future Stations  



Increase in high 
quality Retail 

Better ticket machines. 
More ticket machines at 
Gateway and Destination 
stations 

A clearly demarcated 
information point   

Visible staff in ticket 
hall equipped with 
handheld devices to 
help customers 

Ticket Office ‘disappears’ 

What these potential changes across the 
network could look like 



King’s Cross – screen concept 



Barkingside – screen concept 



Commercial development: an enhanced retail 
offer at our stations 

Future state –  
Shepherd’s Bush  



Ticket offices to ticket machines - Queensway 



Improving ticket machine ambiance 



Consolidated information point signs 



Customer reception desk system and seat 



x 268  
stations 



Programme 

• Trials on the SWIP 5 commence soon 
• 12 month programme 
• Commencing first half of 2015 



What are we looking for? 

Companies with: 
• a competent resource 
• an available resource 
• a flexible and proactive approach 
• a can do attitude 



What are we looking for? 

Companies with: 
• a competent resource 
• an available resource 
• a flexible and proactive approach 
• a can do attitude 



Tony Weatherley 
Head of Construction 
 
Project delivery 



Health & Safety 

• First Beacon site within LU 
• Zero tolerance to Health & Safety breaches 
• Introducing a SWIP specific safety initiative 
• SWIP construction teams to act as CDMC and Principle 

Contractor 
• FM24 – 24/7 reporting tool 
• Supplier engagement 

 



Your input 

• Suppliers to think outside the box and share past 
experience 

• Encouraged to embrace the new SWIP processes (as 
they Evolve) 

• Embrace SWIP and think of us as a team and not just a 
client 
 



John Tuite  
Managing Director 
Kelly Integrated Transport Services 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is John Tuite.  I am here to share with you, our safety plans and changes we have made that have improved how we go about our business.  Rail has an excellent safety record but there have been accidents that have given wake up calls to everyone in the industry.  Especially for people and relatives involved.  



 

Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have two children.  When they were born my life was turned upside down.  I became more altruistic.  When I held them for the first time, I made a pact that ,I would always provide for them, protect them, guide them, love them and be there for them.  It is what I was born to do.  When I consider safety, I’m mindful of these obligations that all our team to their families and loved ones.  I think that zero harm is what we must strive for. 



Is safety performance plateauing? 
 

Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Management systems, rules, procedures and policy are vital but not enough?Do we have too many initiatives and is this confusing for our front line staff? Is there too much focus on numbers and stats rather than real people?



Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reality is our people are: sons, daughters, wives, husbands work in areas of high risk and challenging environments, delivering projects and services.  We also have the public safety and interface to consider.



Do we have it in our power to stop 
an accident? 

 

Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On 19/08 a Fijian track work colleague named Tugica tore a muscle in his shoulder trying to lift a 67kg mass of concrete.  This was a RIDDOR reportable injury.  Having reviewed the incident in detail, there were 4 opportunities of intervention that could have prevented this.  Unfortunately, there was no intervention and regrettably Tugica went home injured.  



Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, why do we take short cuts like this?  Why do we take risk?  It’s human nature to think that accidents will happen to someone else.  That’s true to a point, until it happens to you.   Is there a dislocation with management?  People act on what they see, not what they are told.  From a leadership perspective, it is all about knowing the way, going the way and showing the way.  



 In a 3 year period up to mid 2012, as a 
business we amassed 1,556,581 hours 
without a RIDDOR reportable accident 
Within 2 months of this achievement we 

had two RIDDOR reportable accidents 
Further analysis of our previous record, 

prompted the question if we were lucky 
rather than safe   

Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We didn’t see them coming. I think we gave an unintended message to staff by targeting RIDDOR free hours and possibly drove under reporting.  WE NEEDED TO CHANGE.



 
 

 
Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

To improve is to change; to be 
perfect is to change often 

 
Winston Churchill 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The question was how do we move from safety management to the promotion of leadership and responsibility at all levels. 



Safety performance plan 
Clear Policy, vision, values and objectives 
Delivering behavioural safety training to all staff 
We communicate better and listen more 
Readiness reviews for high risk works 
Adoption of the NR life saving rules 
Clear consequences and accountability 
Promoting inclusion with a fair culture from top to 

bottom and bottom to top 
Utilisation of maturity modelling & measurement 
Dedicated Safety Advisors 

 
 

 
Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provide vision and culture in which safe behaviours can thrive, we underpinned this with our values and a fair culture.  We then lobbied hard to make safety personal and safety risk resonate with all staff.Communication improvements, safety stand downs, text, you said/we did feedback, feedback on close calls, COSS/SPC forums/conference calls, and newslettersI must warn you though that when you encourage openness, sometimes you may get too much honesty.  I was on a monthly conference call asking our guys on site how a PPE trial was going.  The response I got from Lee Tonks, one of our supervisors was the PPE was CRAP.  I contained my laughter and after a short pause thanked Lee Tonks for his honesty and committed to reviewing it for him.  We have trialled more varieties boots and breathable jackets and have now formed a consensus on what PPE we are going forward with. Consequences, one of our staff, Patrick O’Sullivan was seen on site without his hard hat, a mandatory piece of PPE.  As we are on a cultural journey, we changed the way we dealt with this.  We treated this as a violation and disciplined the person in question.  What was interesting for me and a great barometer of where we are on this cultural journey, is that quite a few people approached Pat to say this wasn’t good enough.  A nudge campaign started.  Pat got the message also when his work colleagues piled 30 hard hats on his desk in the immediate aftermath of the disciplinary process.  In the recent past, Pat has won our close call of the month and has bought in.  



Safety performance plan 
Applying lessons learned / industry collaboration 
Recognising and rewarding good practice 
Measure and publish safety performance  
Quarterly safety stand downs across all sites 
Focused analysis of our close calls 
Shift from lagging measures to leading indicators 
Implementing a health and wellbeing programme 
Management visibility and engagement on site 
Management and supervisory safety training 
All our drivers are assessed     

 
 

Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have mandated time on site for our directors and managers to ensure we know what is going on out on site to understand the dilemmas, risk and challenges that our people face every day. This is critical as we need this knowledge and empathy in order to relate to frontline staff with meaning.  During the sites visits we reinforce that safety is everyone’s responsibility, it is an opportunity to meet staff and learn from them.  We engage in safety conversations, we are open and approachable and we keep our promises.  
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Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

Close Call Culture Shift 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes the difference between an accident occurring or not, is too close for comfort.  Close call reporting raises awareness of this risk and result in positive outcomes for all by the reduction of that risk not just there and then, it will provide a safer system for all staff going forward.  The alternative is that something unsafe remains in the system which could result in an accident occurring. 



Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

Close Call Analysis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This type of trend analysis is helping us understand where we need to focus our efforts and there are better ways to do things.



Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

Safety Performance 

RIDDOR 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall our trends are positive, there is still a lot of work to do.  Our June, July and August performance teaches me an AFR of ZERO is possible.  It reminds me of the way seconds become minutes, minutes become hours, and any hour can be our finest. Or darkest. It's our choice.We are starting to use FWI to look at trends also.



Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

FWI - Fatality and Weighted Injury  



Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

Bird’s Triangle / KITS’ Events 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The number 1 on top of the Kelly side of the triangle is Tugica and the reality of his accident is that it was WHOLLY preventable and it took three weeks to recover from this.  



Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

Good safety performance and good 
business performance go together 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to be absolutely clear on this that there is no trade off between safety and production.  We can have both.  We are not asking our staff to make these decisions.  Achieving good safety performance and business performance are possible by having a robust plan, the right team ,with the right capabilities, the right materials, allowing enough time for the task, and doing it in the correct order.  This will yield both good safety performance and good business performance.   



 
 

 
Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

What you think is real, becomes 
your reality 

 
Robert T. Kiyosaki 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clearly, the direction we set, what we think and do is crucial to establish the culture and leadership required. 



Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 



Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

We must all take responsibility for safety 
to ensure all of our team and teams 
return home safely to their wives, 
partners and loved ones every day 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our aim is to have a safety culture that facilitates risk awareness, innovation, learning, fairness and engagement on all levels within the company.  Thank you for listening.



Our Values: Safety ● Integrity ● Delivery ● Excellence ● Customer ● Teamwork 

 

Thank you 



John Rayner 
Head of Business Development 
 
SWIP: Commercial Vision 



SWIP commercial vision 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SWIP Commercial Vision�Contract terms�Balance of risk�Operational procedures�Performance management�Dispute resolution�Simplified contractsGood performance = on-going workSWIP manages TfL / LUL riskNo – retention / LD’s / bonds / guaranteesECI to clarify scope and priceFlexibility and ability to react quicklySupply chain supports SWIPWork let on terms appropriate to the worksLump sum, SoR, time and materialsNo typical commercial performance tools (e.g. Liquidated Damages / retention etc.)Risk stays with the party best placed to manage it – e.g. SWIP takes, access riskSupplier risk largely based around performance: no performance = no workSimplified contractsGood performance = on-going workSWIP manages TfL / LUL riskNo – retention / LD’s / bonds / guaranteesECI to clarify scope and priceFlexibility and ability to react quicklySupply chain supports SWIP



SWIP commercial vision 

• Skills: Utilise skills available to best effect 

• Trade: Deal directly with trades 

• Activity: Organise to enable maximum utilisation 

• Knowledge: Retain and develop knowledge to be efficient 

• Engagement: Commit to supply chain and incentivise all in it 



One team 



SWIP – ASPIRE  
We all ASPIRE to succeed through mutual gain, 

collaboration, expertise and objectives 

Access to TfL 
Service needs of the client 
People 
Incentivisation 
Risk Mitigation 
Expertise 

A 
S 
P 
I 
R 
E 

SWIP and its supply chain ASPIRE to be the internal 
contractor of choice for London Underground and TfL 



Commercial vision 

• Work bank allocation 
• Principle Contractor 
• Administration 
• Business 

development 
• Integration for 

delivery of work 

• Pricing support 
• Methodology 
• Planning 
• Engineering 
• Coordinated 

programme 

Collaborative working 
Mutual benefits 

Business development 

Building expertise 
People development 
Pipeline / work portal 

Work bank 
Soft landing into 

infrastructure 
Regular payment terms 

Access to work (provided 
performance is 

maintained) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Contract basis TSSC 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NEC3 Term Service Short Contract BasedNo on-going service – all works ordered through ‘Task Orders’Amended to be ‘light touch’Simplified terms focus on the core elements of a contract – flexibility is the keyWork may be competed or directly awarded dependent on performance, programme and/ or capabilitySpirit of mutual trust and co-operationCommunication in writingFlexible design allocationDefects managementPayment: 	21 daysRetrospective compensation eventsOwner controlled insurance (works / property / public liability)LUL corporate requirementsContracts will be drafted using a term contract arrangement so that all work will be ordered through “Task Orders”.  Task Orders are used to allow SWIP flexibility whilst at the same time providing a mechanism to maintain downward commercial pressure on prices, though benchmarking and where appropriate a mini-competition approach.



Contract basis TSSC 

Risk (Uncertainty) Risk (Impact) 

Planning Delivery 

Po
te

nt
ia

l f
or

 a
dd

ed
 v

al
ue

 

Evaluation Conceptual Design Detail Design Execution Review 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commercial team embedded with operationsMinimise checkers checking checkersContract management systemsTeams work together to deal efficiently with the commercial aspectsLessons learned from previous similar programme



Contract basis TSSC 

Evaluation Conceptu
al Design 

Detail 
Design Execution Review Evaluation Conceptu

al Design 
Detail 

Design Execution Review Evaluation Conceptu
al Design 

Detail 
Design Execution Review 

Risk (Uncertainty) 

Risk (Uncertainty) 

Risk (Uncertainty) 

Risk (Impact) 
Risk (Impact) 

Risk (Impact) 

Planning and delivery stages over a programme of work 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commercial team embedded with operationsMinimise checkers checking checkersContract management systemsTeams work together to deal efficiently with the commercial aspectsLessons learned from previous similar programme



 
Len Walker 
 
Opening the Supply Chain 



CompeteFor – what we do 

 
•  UK wide supply chain portal, designed to open up major supply chains 
 

•  Deliver sustainable and measurable economic growth  
 

•  Community Benefits 
 

•  Enable local and SMEs to take advantage of these B2B opportunities 
 
 



Introduction 
 

• Online portal to advertise supply chain opportunities from major projects 
 

• Service created for the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games , 
to match Buyers and Suppliers, encouraging equality and transparency 
 

• Commitment from major Buying Programmes to procure responsibly 
 

• CompeteFor has expanded beyond its original remit, to incorporate 
additional supply chains:- 

 
-  SWIP 
-  Crossrail 
-  Thames Tideway Tunnel 
-  Transport for London 

 



CompeteFor Key Objectives 
 

•  Delivering Transparency 
 

•  Local and SME engagement 
 

•  Driving Innovation and Value 
 

•  Enablement and capacity building 
 

•  Supplier Diversity 
 

•  Supply Chain visibility 



Service Delivery 
 
•  The CompeteFor service is operated on behalf of the Mayor of 
London,  through Transport for London 
 
 
 
 
•  The service is provided by a partnership between BiP Solutions and 
the London Business Network (LBN) 
 
 



Opening the Supply Chain 
 
 



Buyer Benefits 
 
 

 
• Enables competition throughout the Supply 

Chain  
• Buyers gain visibility of a diverse supplier 

community 
• A robust set of tools for getting value from 

the supply chain 
• Automatic scoring of responses, reducing 

time 
• Supports Corporate Social Responsibility 

and community benefits 
• Encourages compliance and supply chain  

engagement  

 

Register 

Create Notice 

  Evaluate 

Shortlist 

Supply Chain 
Award 



Supplier Features 
 
 

•  It’s FREE to register AND respond to CompeteFor supply chain opportunities   
 

•  Additional FREE geographical area of researched opportunities 
 

•  More business categories now available, based on CPV codes 
 

•  Alert and Business Profiles – promote your business! 



Supplier Benefits 
 
 Register 

  Business Profile 

   Opportunities 

    Respond    

Win new  
business 

 
 

• CompeteFor provides visibility of 
business opportunities across a variety 
of sectors  
 

• Suppliers can promote themselves via 
their CompeteFor Business Profile 
 

• Standardised information is stored within 
suppliers profiles, making responding  a 
quicker process 
 

• Sector specific email alerts advising 
suppliers of relevant contract 
opportunities 
 
 



 
• Committed to opening up the supply chain to local and SME 

suppliers 
 

• All appropriate opportunities will be published on CompeteFor 
 

• To find out more about SWIP and upcoming opportunities, please 
visit:- 

 

www.competefor.com/swip 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’d like to welcome SWIP into the CompeteFor community as our latest partner

http://www.competefor.com/swip


CompeteFor Supply Chain Partners 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CompeteFor Buying Organisations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                           Success 
 
• In excess of 16,500 contract opportunities published 

 
• Almost £3 billion worth of contracts awarded  

 
• Over 1,000 Buying Organisations have posted opportunities 

 
• 75% of all contracts posted have been awarded to SMEs 

 
• 90% of opportunities have come from private sector buying organisations 

and have been awarded all over the UK 
 
 



                                      Summary 
 
• Taking forward the legacy of the London 2012 games 

 
• Continued support from the Mayor of London, Transport for London and 

other key infrastructure projects 
 

• National solution for UK wide supply chain development 
 

• Supporting sustainable and responsible procurement 
 

• Join our growing and thriving community at:- 
 

 
  www.competefor.com 
 
 
 
 

http://www.competefor.com/
http://www.competefor.com/


CompeteFor:  LIVE Opportunities 



CompeteFor  Support 
 
The CompeteFor team are here to offer one to one coaching on the service 
 
 On hand to offer guidance on:- 
 

•  Registering on CompeteFor 
 
•  Build a Business AND Alert Profile 
 
•  How to FIND contract opportunities 
 

•  How to RESPOND to contract opportunities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Thank you! 
 

Register your business at: 
 

www.competefor.com 
 
 
 
 

http://www.competefor.com/


John Rayner 
Head of Business Development 
 
Procurement – choosing service and 
capability 



Procurement strategy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Utilities RegulationsWiden the supply chainReactive to customer needComprehensive: breath and depthDesign service capabilityConsistent for long term collaborative relationships to further drive value and provide a right first time service to clients.Primary priority procurement:Civils,Building,MechanicalElectrical Secondary priority procurement:Support servicesFireCommunicationsCleaningMaterials, plant and equipment.Limited use of subcontractors.The objectivesimplified NEC3 term contracts, rapid appointment and engagement,that gives SWIP the option to compete, flexible, andprovides continuityTenders evaluated on a quality/price ratio of 60/40.  Pricing emphasis will be further introduced at Task Order level..Recognising that production and not cost is what ultimately secures best value.For supplier discipline up to 10 suppliers will be awarded a contract.Contracts will be awarded on a 5 year term with the option to extend the term for up to 5 years.



Contractor selection - PQQ 



Contractor selection - ITT 



Contractor selection – interviews  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presentation on the Contractor’s understanding of SWIP’s approachQuestions on collaborative working and behavioursProposed resourcesCapability and competence of proposed resourcesSpecific queries on the tenderBidders questions



Procurement programme 

SWIP Supplier Chain Briefing 

Issue Prior Information Notice 

Open EOI 

Result 
EOI 

EOI Closed 

09/14 10/14 11/14 12/14 



Procurement programme 

PQQ Closed 

Issue PQQ 
Contract Award Issue ITN 

LOTS X 
& Y 

ITN Return 



Customer focus 

 “The customer is the most important visitor on our premises 
 He is not dependent on us   

We are dependent on him  

He is not an interruption in our work 

He is the purpose of it 

He is not an outsider in our business 

He is part of it 

We are not doing him a favour by serving him 

He is doing us a favour by giving us an opportunity to do so.”   

Ghandhi 



Sherif Narouz 
Head of Programme 
SWIP 



flexibility 

quality 
efficiency 

risk mitigation 

accuracy best 
value 

collaborative 

knowledgeable 

consistent 

professional aware 

training 
satisfaction 

helpful 

SAFE 

direct 

opportunity 

change 

mutual 
trust 

co-operation 

NEC3 

performance 

productivity 

values 

world class 
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Clients 
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Stations Off-track 
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One Team 
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reward 
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communications 



Networking session 
Construction 

Tony 
Weatherley  

Project 
Management 
Paul McGraw 

Commercial 
Jason 

Thomson 

Safety 
Tony 

Stapleton 

CompeteFor 
Scott Smith 

 
Len Walker 

Procurement 
Pat Patel 

 
David 

Timbrell 
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